ELLISON DIE CUT LISTING
NEW DIE CUTS IN RED – UPDATED 2018

ALPHABET / PUNCTUATION
A – Z (one letter per die)
A – Z Lemonade Font
• 1½ Letters - All Caps
• All Caps
• All on one die
A – Z Boss-O Font
• 1½ Letters - All Caps
• All Caps
• All on one die
Numbers 0 – 9 (one number per die)
Question Mark
Parenthesis/Exclamation Mark

BOOKMARKS
Bookworm
Cat
Fox – Corner
Heart Elephant
Music Note
Simple Rectangle
Star
Teddy

ANIMALS
Butterflies – Tiny
Butterfly
Cat
Chick
Chicken
Cow
Dog (Puppy)
Dog (Scottie)
Duck
Goat
Mouse
Owl
Paw Print
Pig
Rabbit
Reindeer
Teddy Bear
Teddy Bear Puppet
Tiny Paw Print

DINOSAURS
Triceratops
Velociraptor
Brontosaurus
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Stegosaurus

FAIRYTALE
Castle
Princess Puppet
King
Queen

FLOWERS/LEAVES
Apple
Flower (2 in 1)
Flower (4 in 1)
Flower (Rounded)
Leaf (Birch)
Leaf (Canadian Maple)
Tulip
Water Lily & Lily Pad

MISCELLANEOUS
Book - Open Pages
Book - READ
Caption Boxes
Childs Handprint
Cowboy Boots
Cupcake
Hand Held Fan
Ice Cream Cone & Scoop
Lightning Bolt
Music Notes
Playing Cards
Super Hero Mask
Weaving Strips (2 styles)

REPTILES/FISH/WATER
Dragon
Fish
Frog
Wave
Whale

SPORTS
Basketball
Football
Mascot – Bulldog

SHAPES
Circles - 2 on 1 - 3 in & 2 in
Circles - 2 on 1 - 1½ in & 1 in
Heart (2 in 1)
Heart (Large – Tall)
Heart (Large – Wide)
Heart (Pocket Style)
Pointy Star
Puffy Star

SEASONAL/EVENT
Angel
Bell
Candy Cane
Christmas Combo
Christmas Stocking
Christmas Tree
Flag (USA)
Gingerbread Man
Graduation Cap
Mitten
Pumpkin
Pumpkin (Jack-o-Lantern)
Santa Head
Shamrock
Snowman
Tiny Mittens
Turkey
Umbrella
Wreath with Bow

TRANSPORTATION
Airplane
Car
Fire Truck
Rocket Ship
Sailboat
School Bus (Large)
School Bus (Small)
Tractor

TOYS
Pull Toy Tabs
Toy Wood Chopper
Toy Woodpecker

OVERSIZED DIES
Border Road
Box
Door Hanger
Elastic Hexagon/Triangle
Elastic Octagon
Elastic Square/Pentagon
Mask/Antlers
Photo Props
Picture Frame
Puzzle
Super Hero Mask
Visor